The New Amy, Vicky, and Andy Act: A Positive Step Toward
Full Restitution for Child Pornography Victims

I. Introduction

Providing restitution to victims of child pornography
crimes has proven to be a challenge for courts across the
country. Child pornography is often widely disseminated to
countless thousands of criminals who have a prurient
interest in such materials. Although the victims of child
pornography crimes often have significant financial losses
from the crimes (such as the need for long-term psychological counseling), allocating a victim’s losses to any particular criminal defendant is problematic.
Five years ago, the Supreme Court gave its answer on
how to resolve this issue with its ruling in Paroline v. United
States.1 Interpreting a restitution statute enacted by Congress, the Court concluded that in a child pornography
prosecution, a restitution award from a particular defendant is only appropriate to the extent that it reflects “the
defendant’s relative role in the causal process that underlies
the victim’s general losses.”2
In the ensuing years, lower courts have struggled to
implement this holding. Just recently, Congress stepped in
to ensure that victims will receive appropriate restitution. In
November 2018, the Senate and House resolved their differences on how to handle the issue, passing the Amy,
Vicky, and Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act
of 2018 (or AVAA for short). President Trump signed the
legislation into law on December 7, 2018.
In this article, we describe the impact of this important new legislation. We set the stage by describing the
need for restitution for child pornography victims, using
the story of the lead victim in the Act (“Amy”) as an
illustration of why restitution is needed. We then turn to
the problematic legal regime that was created by the
Supreme Court’s Paroline decision, noting some of the
confusion in the lower courts following the ruling.
Against this backdrop, we then discuss the AVAA,
explaining how it will be a useful step forward for victims of these crimes. One even more important possibility is that the Act could set a precedent for expanding
restitution for victims in the future.
II. Amy’s Victimization

The Paroline decision involved not only the named defendant—Doyle Randall Paroline—but also his victim, a young
woman whom we will refer to pseudonymously as “Amy.”3
Her circumstances illustrate the problem of restitution in

child pornography cases, and so are worth briefly
recounting.
When she was eight and nine years old, Amy was
repeatedly raped by her uncle in order to produce child
pornography.4 Amy’s uncle required her to perform sex
acts requested by others, who wanted her images for their
own sexual gratification. Amy’s abuser pleaded guilty to
production of child pornography and in 1999 was sentenced to a lengthy prison term. He was also ordered to pay
the psychological counseling costs Amy had incurred up to
that time, a total of $6,325.
By the end of her treatment in 1999, Amy was—as
reflected in her therapist’s notes—“back to normal.” Sadly,
eight years later, Amy’s condition drastically deteriorated
when she discovered that her child sex abuse images were
at the time one of the most widely circulated sets of child
sex abuse images in the world. According to her psychologist, the global trafficking of Amy’s child sex abuse images
has caused “long lasting and life changing impact[s] on
her.” As Amy explained in her own, personal victim impact
statement, “Every day of my life I live in constant fear that
someone will see my pictures and recognize me and that I
will be humiliated all over again.”5
The ongoing victimization Amy suffers from the continued distribution and collection of her images will last
throughout her entire life. She could not complete college
and finds it difficult to engage in full-time employment
because she fears encountering individuals who may have
seen her being raped as a child. She will also require weekly
psychological therapy and occasionally more intensive inpatient treatment throughout her life.
One of the criminals who joined in the collective
exploitation of Amy was Doyle Randall Paroline. In 2008,
law enforcement agents discovered that he had downloaded
several hundred images of young children (including toddlers) engaging in sexual acts with adults and animals. In
2009, he pleaded guilty to one count of possession of
material involving the sexual exploitation of children.6
The FBI then sent the images it discovered on Paroline’s
computers to the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children (NCMEC). NCMEC’s analysis revealed that Amy
was one of the children victimized in those images. Based
on that information, the United States Attorney’s Office
notified Amy’s counsel that Amy was an identified victim in
Paroline’s criminal case. Amy’s counsel then submitted
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a detailed restitution request on Amy’s behalf, describing
the harm she endures from knowing that she is powerless
to stop the Internet trading of her child sex abuse images.
In her restitution request, Amy sought full restitution of
$3,367,854 from Paroline for lost wages and psychological
counseling costs.
Later in 2009, the district court sentenced Paroline to
twenty-four months in prison. During a later adversarial
restitution hearing, however, the district court, declined to
award Amy any restitution. Although the district court
recognized that a “significant” part of Amy’s losses was
“attribut[able] to the widespread dissemination and availability of her images and the possession of those images by
many individuals such as [Paroline],”7 it nonetheless
refused to award her any restitution because she could not
prove exactly what losses proximately resulted from Paroline’s crime.
Amy sought review of the district court’s denial of her
restitution request, employing the appellate review provision
found in the Crime Victims’ Rights Act (CVRA).8 Ultimately
the Fifth Circuit en banc held 10–5 that 18 U.S.C. § 2259 does
not require a child pornography victim to establish that her
losses were the proximate result of an individual defendant’s
crime in order to secure restitution.9 The Fifth Circuit concluded that § 2259 creates a system of joint and several liability, which “applies well in these circumstances, where
victims like Amy are harmed by defendants acting separately
who have caused her a single harm.”10
Paroline sought review in the Supreme Court. Amy
agreed that review was appropriate, and the Court then
granted certiorari.
III. The Supreme Court’s Paroline Decision

In January 2014, Amy participated in oral argument through
legal counsel, which itself was unprecedented in a criminal
case, where prosecutors and defense attorneys are typically
the only advocates allow to speak. Amy became the first
crime victim to have argument presented directly on her own
behalf to the Supreme Court in a criminal case. A few
months later, in April 2014, the Supreme Court announced
its decision in Paroline.11 Justice Kennedy wrote the majority
opinion for five members of the Court, rejecting Amy’s
arguments. Chief Justice Roberts, joined by Justices Scalia
and Thomas, dissented, as did Justice Sotomayor.
Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion first held that § 2259
imposed a proximate cause requirement on victims
attempting to recover restitution for their losses, but that it
was easily met in this scenario.12 Although that issue is
complicated,13 the key part of the opinion for the purposes
of this article is the Court’s resolution of the issue of how to
apply the statute’s causation requirements. Justice Kennedy
thought that it was “simple enough for the victim to prove
the aggregate losses, including the costs of psychiatric
treatment and lost income, that stem from the ongoing
traffic in her images as a whole.”14 He called these losses
“general losses” and explained that the challenge is determining what part “of those general losses, if any, that are
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the proximate result of the offense conduct of a particular
defendant who is one of thousands who have possessed and
will in the future possess the victim’s images but who has
no other connection to the victim.”15
Justice Kennedy then examined whether a “but-for” test
could be used to identify the losses suffered by a victim as the
result of any particular defendant’s crime. He concluded that
the difficulty with this approach is that a showing of but-for
causation cannot be made since “it is not possible to prove
that her losses would be less (and by how much) but for one
possessor’s individual role in the large, loosely connected
network through which her images circulate.”16
Justice Kennedy next turned to the causation test identified in the Restatement of Torts for “[m]ultiple sufficient
causal sets” causing an injury—such as when three persons
lean on a car and the weight of all three is necessary to propel
the car off of a cliff.17 The Justice explained that such tests
“though salutary when applied in a judicious manner, also
can be taken too far.”18 He concluded that applying the test in
the child pornography context would be “taking things too
far,” because “[it] would make an individual possessor liable
for the combined consequences of the acts of not just 2, 5, or
even 100 independently acting offenders; but instead,
a number that may reach into the tens of thousands.”19
For all these reasons, Justice Kennedy rejected Amy’s
argument that an individual possessor should be held
responsible for all her losses. But Justice Kennedy also
rejected the “anomalous” position that each defendant
would be responsible for no restitution at all.20 Instead, he
held that each defendant should pay some amount of
restitution:
In this special context, where it can be shown both
that a defendant possessed a victim’s images and that
a victim has outstanding losses caused by the continuing traffic in those images but where it is impossible to trace a particular amount of those losses to
the individual defendant by recourse to a more traditional causal inquiry, a court applying § 2259
should order restitution in an amount that comports
with the defendant’s relative role in the causal process that underlies the victim’s general losses.21
Chief Justice Roberts dissented, joined by Justices Scalia
and Thomas. The Chief Justice acknowledged the difficulty
of deciding what share of Amy’s losses could be attributed to
any particular defendant, concluding that “[r]egrettably,
Congress provided no mechanism for answering that question.”22 He then examined the majority opinion and determined that it will result in tiny awards for Amy, meaning
“that Amy will be stuck litigating for years to come.”23 He
acknowledged that the majority opinion had cautioned
against “trivial restitution orders,” but maintained that “it is
hard to see how a court fairly assessing this defendant’s
relative contribution could do anything else.”24 The Chief
Justice concluded with a call for congressional action,
explaining, “The statute as written allows no recovery; we
ought to say so, and give Congress a chance to fix it.25
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Justice Sotomayor also dissented, essentially agreeing
with Amy on every point. She began by arguing that § 2259
created an “aggregate causation” standard, reading the statute as “offer[ing] no safety-in-numbers exception for defendants who possess images of a child’s abuse in common with
other offenders.”26 Justice Sotomayor found the majority’s
interpretation fundamentally flawed because the statute
“directs courts to enter restitution not for a ‘proportional’ or
‘relative’ amount, but rather the ‘full amount of the victim’s
losses.’”27 Justice Sotomayor also concluded with a call for
Congressional action, noting that “to avoid the uncertainty in
the Court’s apportionment approach, Congress might wish
to enact fixed minimum restitution amounts.”28
IV. The Uneven Implementation of the Paroline Decision

Following the Court’s holding in 2014, lower federal courts
throughout the country struggled to implement the Paroline
decision in restitution hearings in child pornography cases.
The problem with Justice Kennedy’s opinion is that it failed
to provide any effective guidance on the key question in all of
the cases: How much restitution should victims like Amy
and others receive? The key passage in the opinion was that
“a court applying § 2259 should order restitution in an
amount that comports with the defendant’s relative role in
the causal process that underlies the victim’s general
losses.”29 Justice Kennedy cautioned that “[t]hese factors
need not be converted into a rigid formula, especially if doing
so would result in trivial restitution orders.”30
In cautioning against “trivial” restitution awards, Justice
Kennedy appears to have been responding to a concern that
Amy raised in the closing paragraphs of her brief. Amy
warned that apportioning restitution among multiple defendants will result in “trivial” restitution awards.31 Amy
explained that her images were at that time identified in 3,200
American federal and state criminal cases. She noted that,
unfortunately, cases prosecuted at the federal level represent
just a fraction of the child pornography criminals who cause
her injuries because law enforcement can only apprehend
a small fraction of those who distribute and possess the child
pornography depicting her. Based on rough calculations, Amy
offered the ballpark estimate that Paroline’s “market share” of
her harm is 1/71,000 and that any individual defendant’s
restitution obligation to her would be a trifling amount: about
$47, which was generously calculated by taking the full
amount of her losses ($3,367,854) and then multiplying by 1/
3,200 (the total number of cases where her images had been
found) and then 1/10 (the ten percent law enforcement
apprehension rate) and then 45/100 (the percentage of child
pornography criminals who are found in this country).32
Chief Justice Roberts’ dissenting opinion addressed
these troubling numbers. After recounting the computation, Chief Justice Roberts noted the majority’s disclaimer
that trivial awards were inappropriate, but he concluded, “it
is hard to see how a court fairly assessing this defendant’s
relative contribution could do anything else.”33
Because the Supreme Court offered no guidance on this
essential topic, lower courts have had difficulty determining

restitution awards for convicted child pornography defendants. As one summary of the caselaw concluded, “Since
the Paroline decision, federal courts have struggled to calculate appropriate awards. The Paroline decision has done
little to help courts clarify the amount of restitution that
victims should be awarded.”34
For example, in the immediate wake of the opinion, the
District Court in the Northern District of New York noted
that “in the handful of district courts that have grappled
with the matter of restitution in child pornography cases
post-Paroline, several have expressed their concern with the
lack of precise guidance from Congress and the Supreme
Court in deciding restitution awards in these circumstances. . . . Having now grappled with the same issues, this
Court finds that such concerns are well founded.”35 Similarly, the District Court for the District of Rhode Island
found that “some of the factors the Supreme Court suggests
to be considered are at best difficult, and at worst impossible to calculate in this case as in most similar cases.”36
The District Court for the District of Nevada agreed that
“Paroline is of limited use because no logical starting point
can be determined.37 More colorfully, the District Court of
the Eastern District of New York wrote that “though commentators may quarrel over the astuteness of the Supreme
Court’s professed confidence in the skill of the district
courts to divine a true course through this thicket . . . the
task seems akin to piloting a small craft to safe harbor in
a Nor’easter. . . . The task of charting passage through these
unknown waters is overwhelming.”38 Equally noteworthy,
several courts explicitly joined Chief Justice Robert’s and
Justice Sotomayor’s calls for Congressional action.39
V. Innovations and Implications of the Amy, Vicky, and
Andy Act

Against the backdrop of both the difficulty that lower courts
were having in implementing the Paroline decision and the
decision’s express call for Congress to step in, it was perhaps
inevitable that Congress would pass some sort of legislation
addressing restitution in child pornography cases.40 And in
late 2018, acting by way of unanimous consent, both the
House and Senate approved the “Amy, Vicky, and Andy
Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018,” which
the President then quickly signed into law. Because the Act
significantly changes the way in which child pornography
restitution claims are handled, it is useful to review how
Congress intended the Act to operate and structured the
Act’s provisions. The Act makes significant changes in four
areas: determining restitution amounts, awarding restitution
based on aggregate causation, establishing a fund for victims
to access in lieu of individualized awards, and providing
victims with access to evidence. We describe and critique the
AVAA’s changes in each of these four areas in turn.
A. Determining Restitution Awards

The AVAA restructures the way in which courts will award
restitution to victims in child pornography cases. Congress
created an umbrella category of “trafficking in child
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pornography,” which includes possession of child pornography and similar crimes.41 For these trafficking crimes,
a sentencing court will have to make two separate findings
when a victim requests restitution. First, “The court shall
determine the full amount of the victim’s losses that were
incurred or are reasonably projected to be incurred by the
victim as a result of the trafficking in child pornography
depicting the victim.”42 Second, after making this determination, the court “shall order restitution in an amount that
reflects the defendant’s relative role in the causal process that
underlies the victim’s losses, but which is no less than
$3,000.”43 A victim can continue to seek and be awarded
restitution in various federal child pornography cases until
receiving the full amount of her losses, but no more.
This change, while modest, is important for child pornography victims like Amy, Vicky, and Andy, who have
significant losses caused by a huge number of offenders.
The AVAA clarifies that losses must be awarded not simply
for past, out-of-pocket losses, but also for all future losses
“reasonably projected to be incurred by the victim.”
In addition, Congress establishes a minimum restitution amount of $3,000 for trafficking in child pornography
cases, which can be increased depending on “the defendant’s relative role in the causal process that underlies the
victim’s losses”—the so-called Paroline factors. By setting
a guaranteed minimum restitution amount (or “floor”) of
$3,000 for child pornography possession and distribution
crimes, Congress has ensured that victims with significant
losses (such as Amy, Vicky, Andy, and others) will be able to
begin collecting a series of $3000 awards, which should
ultimately allow victims to achieve full restitution for the
losses they have suffered. By setting a specific minimum
amount that must be awarded, the Act should help reduce
seemingly interminable litigation about the relative causal
role that a particular defendant plays in causing losses along
with “trivial” restitution awards.
In light of recent simultaneous changes Congress made
to federal sentencing laws in the FIRST STEP Act44—
including the repeal of some mandatory minimum sentencing laws—some observers may wonder whether the
two new laws are philosophically inconsistent. Is there
a conceptual conflict between establishing mandatory restitution amounts while abolishing (some) mandatory sentences? Any perceived conflict disappears when the AVAA’s
specific purposes are considered. Mandatory minimum
prison terms can sometimes be draconian and blunt,45 as
some of the AVAA’s key sponsors have argued.46 But the
AVAA does not specify mandatory prison sentences
designed to punish offenders. Instead, the AVAA provides
minimum restitution amounts designed to compensate
injured victims. And defendants will still be able to pay
those amounts in an appropriate way over time since
nothing in the AVAA alters or supersedes the general provisions in the restitution statute, which requires judges to
set a reasonable and proportional payment schedule.47
A requirement to pay such a modest amount as $3,000
should not raise any constitutional concerns, specifically
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Eighth Amendment “excessive fine” concerns.48 Most federal courts agree that restitution is remedial in nature and
therefore not subject to Eighth Amendment punishment or
“excessive fine” limitations, but a circuit split exists on this
issue.49 The Paroline decision flagged the possibility that
large restitution awards could raise constitutional concerns,
while not deciding the issue one way or the other.50
The better view on this question is that restitution (at
least as provided in the AVAA) is not a punitive measure
subject to the Eight Amendment’s Excessive Fines Clause,
but rather is a compensation regimen designed to restore
crime victims.51 It is difficult to argue that restitution is
a “fine” covered by the Clause, since a “fine” is a “pecuniary
criminal punishment or civil penalty payable to the public
treasury.”52 Conversely, a restitution award under § 2259 is
payable not to the public treasury, but to a crime victim.
And the findings that are included in the AVAA make clear
that these awards are designed not to punish defendants,
but rather to ensure that “victims of child pornography be
compensated for the harms resulting from every perpetrator who contributes to their anguish.”53 As Professors Tsachi Keren-Paz and Richard W. Wright have concluded in
a thoughtful review of this issue, “as long as the restitution
order simply compensates the victim for her actual losses,
without any additional extra-compensatory element added
for penal purposes, it should not give rise to any constitutional or other issues regarding appropriate punishment,
despite the possible deterrent and perhaps rehabilitative
effects of the restitution order.”54
In any event, even if the Constitution’s prohibition on
excessive “fines” can somehow be contorted to apply to the
AVAA’s restitution awards, a fine is only excessive if “it is
grossly disproportional to the gravity of a defendant’s
offense.”55 Child pornography felonies are serious crimes
punishable by lengthy and in some cases mandatory prison
terms.56 Against this backdrop, modest restitution awards
cannot be viewed as excessive.
While the $3000 requirement for restitution in possession cases is not in any way excessive, the real question
concerning the amount is whether it is inadequate. For
example, given Amy’s losses of more than $3,000,000
(outlined earlier), the $3,000 minimum restitution amount
requires her to file for restitution in more than 1,000 cases,
requires courts and probation officers to enter awards and
supervise collections, and requires that Amy actually
receive that amount.
Chief Judge Anne L. Aiken of the District of Oregon,
who joined in asking for congressional action to overturn
Paroline, clearly pointed out this problem of awarding victims such as Amy just a few thousand dollars. Quoting
Chief Justice Roberts’ dissent, she explained that “‘experience shows that the amount in any particular case will be
quite small—the significant majority of defendants have
been ordered to pay Amy $5,000 or less. This means that
Amy will be stuck litigating for years to come.’ Such
piecemeal results hardly remedy the ‘continuing and
grievous harm’ caused by the repeated exploitation of child
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pornography victims.”57 For administrative convenience
purposes alone, surely a larger amount would be better and
more expeditious.
Given the complexities inherent in creating a congressional structure for child pornography restitution awards, it
is perhaps understandable that the first post-Paroline foray
by Congress is somewhat limited. Perhaps district courts
will treat the $3,000 as simply a floor and begin making
substantially higher awards, as Congress has explicitly
authorized. But regardless of what courts do, in the future,
Congress should significantly increase the minimum
award that Amy and other victims can receive.
B. Recognizing the Aggregate Causation Principle

A sound legal basis now exists for Congress to significantly
increase the minimum amounts established in the AVAA.
In another innovation, the AVAA recognizes the important
principle found in the “aggregate causation standard.” In its
findings supporting the Act, Congress acknowledged that
the “collective conduct” of all persons involved in the
reproduction, distribution, and possession of child pornography “plays a part in sustaining and aggravating the
harms to that individual victim.”58 Congress expressed its
intent that “victims of child pornography be compensated
for the harms resulting from every perpetrator who contributes to their anguish. Such an aggregate causation
standard reflects the nature of child pornography and the
unique ways that it actually harms victims.”59
As Amy argued before the Supreme Court, this aggregate causation standard is well recognized in modern tort
law. Tort law, which is often relied upon when considering
criminal restitution, has never limited liability based on an
individual’s “causal relation” to a victim’s losses. Instead,
tort law has typically considered whether a wrongdoer (i.e.,
a tortfeasor) has contributed in some way to the victim’s
larger losses. For example, the American Law Institute has
identified contributing cause as a general principle of tort
law, which is sufficiently well-established to be included in
its restatement. As explicated by the American Law Institute’s most recent Restatement, “When an actor’s tortious
conduct is not a factual cause of harm under the standard in
§ 26 [i.e., independently sufficient or but-for causation] only
because one or more other causal sets exist that are also
sufficient to cause the harm at the same time, the actor’s
tortious conduct is a factual cause of the harm.”60 This
approach recognizes for the purposes of tort law that it is
often impossible to identify a single “cause” for an event.61
In determining tort compensation, the proper question is
whether the defendant’s crime was part of a “causal set”
producing harm—as Paroline’s surely was.62
Justice Kennedy tacitly acknowledged that these tort
law principles supported Amy’s position, but maintained
that “Congress gave no indication that it intended its
statute to be applied in the expansive manner the victim
suggests,” which would result in holding offenders collectively responsible for “the conduct of thousands of
geographically and temporally distant offenders acting

independently, and with whom the defendant had no
contact.”63 Of course, whatever the propriety of Justice
Kennedy’s interpretation of the statute in 2014, his interpretation not longer applies in 2019 after the AVAA’s
enactment. Congress has, indeed, now specifically indicated that it intends to impose restitution based on an
“aggregate causation” standard, as recognized by the most
recent Restatement and encouraged in Justice Sotomayor’s dissent.
In doing so, Congress has corrected a mistake that
Justice Kennedy made in recounting tort principles. Justice
Kennedy recited passages about negligent tortfeasors,
overlooking that for intentional tortfeasors “[m]ore liberal
rules are applied as to the consequences for which the
defendant will be held liable, the certainty of proof required,
and the type of damage for which recovery is to be
permitted. . . . ”64 Victims of intentional torts generally do
not have to establish a standard proximate cause nexus
because “[a]n inquiry into proximate cause has traditionally
been deemed unnecessary in suits against intentional
tortfeasors.”65
In construing § 2259 as a tort-like statute, the applicable
principles are grounded in intentional torts, not negligent
acts.66 And in amending the statute, Congress has made it
clear that child pornography crimes are like intentional
torts.67 Accordingly, construing § 2259 as extending liability more broadly for child pornography crimes than standard proximate cause principles would for non-intentional
acts, is consistent with, not a departure from, conventional
tort theory.68
Justice Kennedy’s single-minded focus on apportionment seems to stem from the belief that the principle of
“full liability” is somehow “disproportionate” to an individual defendant’s crime.69 But tort law is never proportionate to culpability. A few seconds of inattentive driving
can lead to a multi-million-dollar wrongful death judgment.
A small tap on an eggshell can cause a skull to collapse with
huge liability. The overarching tort rule is that a wrongdoer
takes his victim as he finds her.70 Justice Kennedy only
cruelly deviated from that rule because any perceived lack of
“proportionality” stems from the fact that Amy has suffered
large losses.
The AVAA properly restores the focus of restitution on
the victim rather than the defendant. Through its aggregate
causation standard and fixed minimum awards, Congress
has tried to give substance to the § 2259’s promise that
victims receive restitution for the “full amount” of their
losses.
C. A Defendant-Financed Restitution Fund

Another Congressional innovation found in the AVAA is
a fund through which child pornography victims can
receive a one-time fixed amount of compensation. In a new
subsection entitled “Defined Monetary Assistance,” Congress provides that victims of child pornography trafficking
crimes, at their election, can receive $35,000 to help them
recover.71 (The amount is inflation-adjusted in future
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years.) A victim may only receive this assistance once. To be
eligible for such a payment, a district court must determine
that the “claimant is a victim of the defendant who was
convicted of trafficking in child pornography.” If a court
makes such a determination, then the victim receives
$35,000 in defined monetary assistance as specified in the
statute.
Payments to victims are made from the Child Pornography Victims Reserve, which is carved out of the much
larger federal Crime Victim’s Fund.72 The Reserve is
funded in part by special assessments imposed on convicted child pornography trafficking defendants. The
Reserve cannot exceed $10 million dollars and can be
maintained at that level as a set-aside within the Crime
Victim’s Fund. The assessments imposed on defendants
are graduated based on the seriousness of their crime of
conviction. Defendants convicted of possession crimes can
be assessed “not more than $17,000,” of any other trafficking crime “not more than $35,000,” and of production
crimes “not more than $50,000.” The Attorney General
will administer the fund and is directed to issue guidelines
and regulations to implement this section. The Attorney
General is also required to a submit a report to Congress in
two years, explaining how the new restitution law has been
implemented and assessing the funding levels for the Child
Pornography Victims Reserve.
In establishing defined monetary assistance of $35,000
(inflation adjusted), Congress implicitly recognized that
victims of child pornography face lifetime losses that might
not be easily or otherwise be fully compensable. One way to
address this problem is to establish or expand governmentfunded programs such as Medicaid, which already provide
psychological counseling to victims.73 But rather than
moving in that direction, the AVAA takes the welcome first
step of simply giving victims a lump sum amount that they
can use however they want.
An important aspect of the Reserve is that it will be
financed through special assessments levied against
defendants convicted of child pornography crimes. Given
the number of federal prosecutions for these crimes, this
special assessment could theoretically generate upwards of
$15,000,000 per year for the Reserve.74 This may turn out
to be wishful thinking, however, since not all defendants
have the financial resources to actually pay the full amount
of the assessment. In any case, the Congressional report
should answer the question about whether defendant contributions to the Reserve will alone render it self-sustaining.
The $10 million set-aside within the Crime Victims Fund,
along with defendant contributions, should render the
Reserve capable of providing defined monetary assistance
to every victim who applies. But this, too, remains uncertain
at this point.
Here again, although Congress cautiously set the
defined amount victims can obtain from the Reserve at just
$35,000, in the future, armed with additional information
about distributions and the viability of defendant contributions, Congress could increase the size of the awards. For
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example, $35,000 is only about 1 percent of Amy’s losses.
For other similarly situated victims, there should be
a mechanism and the resources available to award substantially more than the $35,000 defined amount. Once
Congress evaluates how the fund operates, it should consider removing the hard cap of $35,000 and allow fund
administrators the discretion to award additional dollars to
victims who, like Amy, have suffered more sizable losses.
More broadly, Congress should use the Reserve it
established for child pornography victims as a model for
victims of other federal crimes. Although calculating restitution awards for child pornography victims raises some
unusual and unique challenges, federal crime victims
generally suffer similar difficulties obtaining full restitution
for their losses.75 Many federal crime victims never recover
significant restitution from the offender who victimized
them, even if the offender is caught and convicted.76
The AVAA creates a compensation fund only for child
pornography victims. But the basic fund concept can be
easily expanded to other crimes. For serious crimes (such as
violent felonies), Congress could simply require all convicted defendants to pay special assessments like those
required from convicted child pornography defendants by
the AVAA. There can be little doubt that, particularly for
violent crimes, substantial special assessments are appropriate and proportionate to the losses that criminals cause
their victims. The National Institute of Justice, for example,
has derived costs of various violent crimes (in 2008 dollars)
reported in the literature.77 The figures there derived were
$8.9 million for murder, $240,000 for sexual assault,
$107,000 for assault, $42,000 for robbery, and $21,000 for
arson. Against this backdrop, requiring every federal
defendant convicted of a violent crime to pay a special
assessment of $17,000 seems eminently reasonable. These
assessments could then be used to provide compensation to
a much broader group of federal crime victims.78
D. A Right to Evidence Provision

A final crucial innovative provision in the AVAA creates
a victim’s “right to evidence.” Congress provided that in any
criminal proceeding, a victim “shall have reasonable access
to any property or material that constitutes child
pornography” that depicts the victim.79 The provision allows
the victim (or her attorney or an expert witness) to view the
materials depicting that victim, provided that under “no circumstances may such child pornography be copied, photographed, duplicated, or otherwise reproduced.”
This statute gives victims the same right to review evidence in their case that defendants currently possess.
Defense attorneys, of course, can review the evidence
involved in a child pornography prosecution. Victims now
have the same right to essential information about their
crime, permitting them to vindicate their rights in the
criminal proceeding.
This access to evidence provision also gives victims the
opportunity to pursue civil relief against defendants. Even
though a criminal conviction generally estops a defendant
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from contesting liability in a subsequent civil case, it has
sometimes been difficult for child pornography victims to
prove that a defendant possesses pornography depicting
them. The new provision should facilitate that proof,
allowing victims to take advantage of civil causes of action,
including the $150,000 presumed damages provision
already found in Masha’s law.80
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VI. Conclusion
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In this article, we have reviewed some of the valuable steps
forward found in the AVAA, as well as the work that
remains to be done. But in closing, it may be useful to
remember that the legal issues swirling around restitution
decisions have real world consequences, both for the
defendants who must pay the restitution awards and for the
victims who need and deserve compensation. As between
these two groups, however, the equities tip decisively in
favor of victims.81 To be sure, large restitution awards have
financial consequences for criminal defendants.82 But the
stark fact remains that criminals have a choice to commit
the crime or not. Having voluntarily chosen to commit
a crime producing serious lifelong financial repercussions
for victims, a defendant has no right to complain when
courts require him to contribute to making victims whole.
Victims of child pornography crimes—and, more broadly,
all serious federal crimes—deserve to have their interests
prioritized in federal sentencing statutes. The AVAA is
a modest but useful step in that direction.
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